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Background—Heart failure–related hospital readmissions and mortality are often outcomes in clinical trials. Patients may
experience multiple hospital readmissions over time with mortality acting as a dependent terminal event. Univariate
composite end points are used for the analysis of readmissions. We may amend these approaches to include emergency
department visits as a further outcome. An alternative multivariate modeling approach that categorizes hospital
readmissions and emergency department visits as separate event types is proposed.
Methods and Results—We seek to compare the modeling approach which handles event types as separate, correlated end
points against composites that amalgamate them to create a unified end point. Using a heart failure data set for illustration,
a model with random effects for event types is estimated. The time-to-first event, unmatched win-ratio, and days-aliveand-out-of-hospital composites are derived for comparison. The model provides supplementary statistics such as the
correlation among event types and yields considerably more power than the competing composite end points.
Conclusions—The effect on individual outcomes is lost when they are intermingled to form a univariate composite.
Simultaneously modeling different outcomes provides an alternative or supplementary analysis that may yield greater
statistical power and additional insights. Improvements in software have made the multitype events model easier to implement
and thus a useful, more efficient option when analyzing heart failure hospital readmissions and emergency department
visits.  (Circ Cardiovasc Qual Outcomes. 2017;10:e003382. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCOUTCOMES.116.003382.)
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U

rgent heart failure (HF) visits, including emergency
department (ED) visits, are important.1 They do not
always result in a hospital admission but are linked to subsequent hospitalizations and death.2 Since many years may
elapse before death and hospital and ED visits are amenable
to interventions,3 these outcomes provide a metric for disease
progression and quality of life and more attainable sample
sizes. Therefore, how best to analyze HF-related hospital
readmissions, ED visits, and death is important for clinical
outcome studies and we would like to consider the alternative
methods of analysis for these data.
These outcomes are ubiquitous in clinical research which
can encourage a conventional approach to analysis.4 Typically,
a Cox regression model is used to analyze time-to-first hospital readmission or a composite of time-to-first readmission
and death.5 However, we ought to incorporate all hospital
readmissions in the analysis because doing so entails greater
statistical power, or in other words, a smaller sample size.6,7
Many authors have compared methods for analyzing repeat
hospital readmissions.7–9 However, if our data also include
ED visits so that we have multitype events, then we require a
method that distinguishes between them.

This becomes even more important when a therapy may
have a different effect on the types of events. With multitype
event data, the standard approach is to analyze event types
separately or combined (ie, not distinguish between them).
If analyzed separately, the analysis may be underpowered to
show a meaningful difference and would neglect any interdependence among types (ie, if 1 event type affects the risk of
another type). On the other hand, if analyzed together, as if
the same event, then we ignore the possibility that they reflect
different degrees of disease severity. This may lead to a gain
in power but a loss of fidelity and the risk of not showing a difference because of a dilution of effect. A more sophisticated
approach is needed.
When recurrent events are types, they can be described as
multitype recurrent events (MTREs). In many instances, we
expect the event types to be correlated, that is, they are not
independent processes, and these survival times may be truncated by a dependent terminal event (eg, death). Composite
end points are popular in HF clinical trials; however, they
merge event types which lead to a loss of information and
do not provide event-specific estimates of the effect. MTRE
modeling is an alternative which does not require us to mesh
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outcomes and has been used elsewhere10 but not in HF. The
objective of this study was to demonstrate the use of MTRE
in a patient population with HF, and additionally, qualitatively
compare this to popular composite end points which are easily
extended to incorporate ED visits.

Methods
Study Data
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We applied the MTRE model and composite end points to study data
of 816 patients with HF from the AHF-EM study (Acute Heart Failure
Emergency Management). The median follow-up was 39 months.
Roughly 30% of patients had at least 1 ED visit and 20% had at least
1 hospital visit during this follow-up; 13% and 6%, respectively, had
≥2 events; and all-cause mortality was 46%.
The analysis data set includes, for each patient, the time to each
visit after index discharge and a classification of these visits as ED, or
hospital; events occurring on the same day or subsequent days were
aggregated (thus, there are no tied survival times within a patient). A
selection of the data can be seen in Figure 1. We expect ED and hospital visits to be correlated, but we are not sure of the magnitude of that
association and of the association with mortality. To illustrate the difference in outcome, the presence (n=523) or absence (n=293) of atrial
fibrillation (AF) was chosen as the comparator. This comparison was
prespecified because it was likely to prove instructive.
In addition to analyzing these data, we bootstrapped this study
sample (ie, took random samples with replacement) to estimate the
statistical power available for event types for a fixed sample size for
the various composites and MTRE methods.

Multitype Recurrent Events
The MTRE model is characterized by the use of individual patient
random effects for event types. These random effects are often termed
frailties because they reflect the proneness of the individual to experience events (a large frailty implies an elevated risk for the event). We
assume the frailties are sampled from some distribution—a bivariate
Normal distribution in this instance because we have 2 event types
(ED and hospital visits). The bivariate distribution implies a potential
correlation between these end points, thus linking them.
To handle mortality as a dependent terminal event, we use a
joint frailty which yields additional insight on the association between event types and mortality. For the baseline hazard, we assume
a Weibull form as per other researchers10 (alternatively, Liu and
Huang11 consider a piecewise constant). The full model specification
can be found in the Data Supplement (with submodels for event types
and mortality).
The model is estimated using proc nlmixed in SAS11 (the code is
made available elsewhere12). Empirical Bayes estimates of the frailties may be used to evaluate the fit of the MTRE model.13

we move to the next outcome in the hierarchy. With the wins (+1),
losses (−1), and ties (0) summed for each patient, a test statistic is
derived as the sum of these scores for one of the treatment groups
(the relevant formulae are given by Pocock et al5 and Finkelstein and
Schoenfeld17).
DAOH is the proportion of the total potential follow-up in which
a patient is both alive and out of hospital. If a patient dies, then the
duration from death to study termination is subtracted from the total potential follow-up (ie, from discharge at the index visit to study
termination). If a patient is lost to follow-up, then the total potential follow-up is from discharge to the last available visit. Unlike the
win-ratio, DAOH does not distinguish between ED and hospital visits
explicitly, only by virtue of their nature, that is, by taking length of
stay into account which in a sense accounts for the discrepancy. Both
DAOH and the unmatched win-ratio give greater weight to hospital
visits (inadvertently and intentionally, respectively). Analysis of the
DAOH is by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
The time-to-first composite treats recurrent events as if they were
nonrecurring events (ie, terminal events) and we analyze this outcome
using Cox regression. In the case of readmissions data, this composite
must either combine ED and hospital events together (ie, the time
from discharge to either an ED or hospital visit) or analyze them separately. The time-to-first composite has been criticized6 but remains a
recent choice for the primary outcome of HF readmissions.18

Results
The results for the 3 composites, the individual outcomes
(displayed under time-to-first), and the MTRE model are displayed in Figure 2. The MTRE and the time-to-first analyses
are displayed by event type; DAOH and the win-ratio combine
outcome data and thus yield a single overall result. The wider
95% confidence intervals for the MTRE are to be expected
(owing to the random effects, ie, patient heterogeneity). The
MTRE produces a P value below the threshold for statistical
significance allowing us to conclude that patients with AF at
the index visit have a higher rate of repeat ED visits than those
without AF (hazard ratio, 1.47; P=0.018). Hospital readmissions are more similar between these groups however (hazard
ratio, 1.24; P=0.259). The combined ED/hospital MTRE
analysis (assuming a common effect across outcomes) also

Alternative Analytic Approaches: Composite End
Points
Many composites have been proposed that combine readmissions and
mortality data, such as time-to-first event,6 the unmatched win-ratio,5
and days-alive-and-out-of-hospital (DAOH).14 These composites
have been compared elsewhere.15,16 Each composite uses a different
algorithm for combining outcomes, as follows.
The unmatched win-ratio prioritizes outcomes in a hierarchy to
determine whether 1 patient wins (has a favorable response) compared with other patients. For HF readmissions, the ordering of outcomes is mortality, hospital readmission, and repeat ED visit. This
implies that a patient with a hospital visit loses against a patient with
an ED visit (and no hospital visit) because inpatient visits imply
greater cost and a more severe, less subjective outcome. A patient
with an early death loses against all patients in the sample and patients with no hospital readmissions or ED visits who remain alive
win against most patients in the sample. If the winner/loser cannot be determined on an outcome (because of censored data), then

Figure 1. Sample of heart failure readmissions data. ED indicates
emergency department.
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Figure 2. Comparison of results: P values and hazard ratios
with 95% confidence intervals. *Days-alive-and-out-of-hospital
(DAOH). **Three-tier unmatched win-ratio. Wilcoxon rank-sum
test. ***Multitypes recurrent events model with multivariate
normal random effects. The correlation for bivariate frailties is
0.88 (0.80–0.97). The model includes atrial fibrillation. covariate
only. ED indicates emergency department; MTRE, multitype
recurrent event; and Win-ratio, unmatched win-ratio.

produces a statistically significant result (P=0.010), despite
the absence of an effect for hospital visits.
The effect for repeat ED visits is diluted by the weaker
effect observed for hospital readmissions, producing no effect
overall (DAOH P=0.580, unmatched win-ratio P=0.542). For
the time-to-first composite, the differential ED visit rates for
AF and non-AF groups are diminished by neglecting recurrent

events and intermingling the effect on ED visits with a smaller
or indifferent effect on mortality (the P value for mortality
from the MTRE model is 0.273; hazard ratio, 1.23). Unlike
the MTRE, the time-to-first composite does not show an effect
for the combined ED/hospital outcome (which treats ED and
hospital event types as the same).
The MTRE model provides additional insights on the
association between outcomes (not presented in the figure).
For example, there is a significant relationship between mortality and hospital readmissions (P=0.011), although there is
no evidence of such a relationship between mortality and ED
visits (P=0.814). Also, the MTRE reveals a high correlation
between ED and hospital visits (0.88; with 95% confidence
interval, 0.80–0.97), indicating that the risk of event types is
interdependent, for example, patients with a high risk for ED
visits tend to have a correspondingly high risk for hospital
readmission. Incidentally, the Weibull shape parameter for the
baseline hazards is <1.1, indicating that event times are highly
skewed right.
The martingale residuals of the model seem adequate with
the mean close to zero for both event types (Figure I in the
Data Supplement). The full results can be seen in Table I in
the Data Supplement.
The AHF-EM study sample was bootstrapped to obtain
estimates of the statistical power for the various methods for
a fixed sample size of n=800 (Figure 3). There is a considerable gain in power for the MTRE approach (for the combined
effect ED/hospital, a weighted average is used). The different
methods answer slightly different research questions which
partly explain the difference in power obtained. In particular,
the win-ratio and DAOH emphasize mortality and hospital
readmissions over repeat ED visits, whereas the time-to-first
analysis does not make any distinction between ED and hospital visits for the combined ED/hospital analysis. With the
hospital outcome less sensitive to the effect, the difference on

Figure 3. Estimated power for n=800*:
multivariate modeling vs composite
end points. *Based on AHF-EM
(Acute Heart Failure Emergency
Management): bootstrapping, sampling
with replacement. **Time-to-first: Cox
regression. DAOH indicates days-aliveand-out-of-hospital; ED, emergency
department; MTRE, multitype recurrent
event; and Win-ratio, unmatched
win-ratio.
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Table. Benefits of Random Effects Modeling Over Univariate
Composites
Popular alternatives, that is, certain composite end points, have been
criticized (see text for references)
Analyses of component outcomes (event types) are a consequence of
the model (with the inclusion of an interaction between outcome and
treatment)
The model acknowledges correlations among outcomes and may lead to
greater power
The model can easily adjust for covariates
Recurrent events are accounted for which some composite end points
discard
Provides an estimate of the treatment effect as the familiar hazard ratio
(rank-based composites emphasize P values)
Mortality (censoring) is handled appropriately
Downloaded from http://circoutcomes.ahajournals.org/ by guest on August 21, 2017

The weighting of outcomes may become irrelevant because outcomes are
not amalgamated as they are in composite end points
The model provides additional insights, such as the association between
event types and the terminal event (mortality) and the correlation between
event types
The model allows an assessment of heterogeneity by testing the
consistency of the effect across outcomes
The model simultaneously recognizes various manifestations of the
syndrome which may be a motivation for using a composite
Advances in software mean the multitype recurrent events model has
become straightforward to implement

ED visits is diluted when events are combined, leading to a
loss of power for the MTRE ED/hospital.

Discussion
The main benefit of MTRE is that we can examine associations between the events (in our case, mortality, hospital
readmission, and repeat ED visits) and obtain event-specific
estimates of the effect in contrast with composite end points
which blend individual outcomes in their construction. Focusing on the first event, a single type of event, or combining
event types together, limits the analysis and its conclusions
on the burden and cost of disease and can mask effects on
individual outcomes. Although the potential for an increase in
power is also noteworthy, it should be emphasized that statistical power is not the sole consideration when selecting the primary outcome for a trial.19 Potential advantages of the MTRE
approach are summarized in Table.
More appropriate analyses should be encouraged while
questioning crude methods such as time-to-first which remains
in recent use when event types are not of equal severity.20,21 The
reason often given for combining outcomes to form a composite end point is a hope for gain in statistical power afforded by
the increase in events. Likewise, we may speculate on a possible increase in power offered by MTRE modeling (depending on the strength of the correlation between event types,
for example) without the need to convert multiple outcomes
to a univariate end point. We investigated power using bootstrapping, but future research could investigate how power is
affected by the event rate, events per patient, the disparity in

event rates between event types, the number of event types,
missing data, or the consistency of the group difference across
event types. This could inform the design of future trials and
extensions to other applications, for example, acute coronary
syndrome, or transient ischemic attacks and stroke which may
be classified by location.
The popularity of the time-to-first composite as a primary
outcome in HF clinical trials may be explained by the ease
with which a power calculation can be performed on this
end point with other methods, such as the MTRE requiring
data simulations. However, with continued improvements in
software and estimation,22 the MTRE model should be more
widely adopted for the analysis of multivariate survival data.
MTRE may provide an informative secondary analysis with a
composite end point designated as the primary outcome. In this
case, a composite that handles event types differently (such as
the hierarchical win-ratio or DAOH) should be favored over
composites that treat event types as the same event (such as
time-to-first-event).
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